Worksheet Pack

**Trace the Pattern**

Help the train get to the station by tracing the lines to complete the track.

**Trace the Pattern**

Trace the curved lines below to create a rainbow. Next, color the rainbow and the clouds.

**Trace the Pattern**

Trace the lines to help the cars get to the finish line.

**Complete the Barn**

Trace the lines to finish drawing the barn. Next, color the barn according to the instructions below.

brown red yellow dark red green

roof barn hay doors and windows grass

**Trace to Race**

Trace the lines to help the cars get to the finish line.
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Getting Home

Help the car to get home by tracing the lines on the street.
Complete the Flowers
Trace the lines to finish drawing the flowers.
Match the Shapes

Trace the horizontal lines to match the shapes.

1. Volleyball ➔ Circle
2. Gift ➔ Square
3. Door ➔ Rectangle
4. Ice Cream ➔ Triangle
Trace the diagonal dashed lines to complete the caterpillar missing stripes.
Roll the Yo-Yo

Roll the yo-yos back up by tracing the vertical lines.
Complete the Balloons

Trace the lines to finish drawing the balloons.
Trace the Pattern

Practice tracing simple patterns to be able to draw the shapes on the next page.

[Traceable patterns with arrows]
Trace the Shapes

Trace the shapes to make squares, circles, triangles and stars.
Build a Robot

Trace the shapes to draw a robot. Next, color the picture.
Move the balls over the puddle by tracing the curved lines.
Trace the curved lines below to create a rainbow. Next, color the rainbow and the clouds.
Fish Swimming

Help the fish swim around the waves by tracing the lines.
Match the Items
Trace the lines to bring the items together.

- Socks
- Gloves
- Boots
- Pants
- Sweater
Complete the Hot Air Balloon

Trace the lines to finish drawing the hot air balloon. Next, color the picture.
The ruler is missing the lines. Can you fix the ruler by tracing the dashed lines?
Prewriting

Train Station

Help the train get to the station by tracing the lines to complete the track.
Help the wallaby, rabbit, and grasshopper go over the grass by tracing the lines.
Complete the Barn

Trace the lines to finish drawing the barn. Next, color the barn according to the instructions below.

- roof: brown
- barn: red
- hay: yellow
- doors and windows: dark red
- grass: green

Name: ________________________________
Ready, Set, Go!

The light is green! Trace the lines to drive to the other side of the street.
Inchworm Stripes

Trace the dashed lines to complete the inchworm missing stripes.
Trace the lines to help the cars get to the finish line.

Name:

Trace to Race
Prewriting

Complete the Igloo

Trace the lines below to complete the igloo. Next, color the igloo.